A Dual Parton Model with a formation zone intranuclear cascade in the spectators of the projectile and target nuclei is studied. The hadrons produced in the formation zone cascade contribute to Feynman-x F and lab-x distributions in the fragmentation regions of the target and projectile nuclei. We discuss the consequences of this model in the secondary cosmic ray production by analyzing the calculated spectrum weighted moments for pion and kaon production. We show that the proposed model leads to significant differences with respect to a simple superposition model, where the nucleus-nucleus collision is replaced by a few corresponding nucleonnucleus collisions.
Introduction
Nucleus-nucleus collisions are of great importance for understanding the cosmic ray cascade in the atmosphere. Models for sampling hadron production events in nucleus-nucleus and hadron-nucleus collisions are needed for the simulation of the development of cosmic ray showers in atmosphere.
Soft and hard multiple interactions between nucleons of both nuclei dominate the hadron production in most of the kinematic region covered by the interaction and are well described in the framework of the Dual Parton Model (DPM) [1] . They were extensively studied with the Monte Carlo (MC) implementation of this model : dpmjet-ii [2] . This event generator was already applied for sampling cosmic ray cascades [2, 3, 4] . However, when dealing with particle or fragment production in the forward or backward fragmentation regions a detailed description of intranuclear cascade processes and of nuclear disintegration is important. A formation zone intranuclear cascade in the target nucleus was therefore considered since a few years [5, 6, 7, 2] . A formation zone intranuclear cascade (FZIC) model in both the target as well as the projectile nucleus, the calculation of nuclear excitation energies, and models for nuclear evaporation, high energy fission and break-up of light nuclei were discussed for hadron-nucleus and nucleus-nucleus collisions in [8, 9] . It was shown that these MC implementations for hadron-nucleus and nucleus-nucleus interactions describe successfully the basic features of target and projectile associated particle production.
The model was compared in [8, 9] mostly to data for asymmetric collisions in which projectile and target masses are different. It seems that the performance of the model in these collisions is rather good. Asymmetric collisions are the most common ones also in cosmic ray cascades.
In Section 2 we summarize briefly the main steps of sampling hadron-nucleus and nucleus-nucleus interactions within the event generator dpmjet-ii. Furthermore, we summarize the basic ideas of the FZIC model. In Section 3 we calculate Feynman-x F distributions of pions produced in hadron-nucleus and nucleus-nucleus collisions. In Section 4 we study spectrum-weighted moments and compare them with the expectations from superposition models. Finally, in Section 5 we summarize our results.
The two-component DPM for hadron-nucleus and nucleus-nucleus collisions
which is the starting point for the intranuclear cascade. The MC model for hadron-nucleus and nucleus-nucleus interactions starts from an impulse approximation for the nucleons of the interacting nuclei. The spatial initial configuration, i.e. the positions of the nucleons in space-time in the rest system of the corresponding nucleus, is sampled from standard density distributions. For energies above 3-5 GeV/nucleon the collision proceeds via ν elementary interactions between ν p and ν t nucleons from the projectile and target, respectively. The values ν, ν p , and ν t are sampled according to Glauber's multiple scattering formalism using the MC algorithm of [12] . The particle production is well described by the two-component DPM which is applied as in hadron-hadron interactions [10, 11] . As a result, a system of chains connecting partons of the nucleons involved in the scattering process is formed. The chains are hadronized applying the JETSET model [13, 14] . The hadrons may then cause intranuclear cascade processes, which are treated by the FZIC model [5] , an extension of the intranuclear cascade model [15, 16] . At energies below 3-5 GeV/nucleon the FZIC model is able by itself to describe reasonably the inelastic nuclear collisions.
The formation zone cascade in target and projectile nuclei
In the following we summarize the main ideas of the FZIC model for hadronnucleus and nucleus-nucleus interactions [5, 6, 7, 2, 8, 9] . The physical picture explaining the absence of the intranuclear cascade at high energies is the concept of the formation zone [17] . It has been introduced in analogy to the LandauPomeranchuk [18] effect, which explains the observation that electrons passing through high density materials become more penetrating at high energies. For the formation zone of an electron with 4-momentum p and energy E upon radiation of a photon with 4-momentum k one obtains
where ω e is the frequency of the photon in the rest frame of the electron and E/m is the time dilatation factor from the electron rest frame to the laboratory. Within the quark model, the states being formed in the primary nucleon-nucleon interaction can be understood as consisting of valence quarks only, i.e without the full system of sea quarks, antiquarks, and gluons and have therefore a reduced probability for hadronic interactions inside the nucleus [5] . The formation zone concept can be translated to hadron production as follows [6] . We consider the formation zone cascade in the rest system of the target nucleus (laboratory system) or in the rest system of the projectile nucleus. Denoting the 4-momenta of the projectile hadron p p and of the secondary hadron p s with
and replacing in Eq. (1) the electron momentum by p p and the photon momentum by p s , the hadron formation time reads, for E p ≫ m p :
The term (m p x) 2 can be neglected for most of the produced secondaries, so one can approximate
We define an average formation time to create a complete hadronic state τ s in the rest system of the secondary hadron s, [5, 6] 
τ 0 is a free parameter, which has to be determined by comparing particle production within the model to experimental data. Typical values are in the range from 1 fm/c to 10 fm/c. Here we use τ 0 = 4.5 fm/c. For each secondary we sample a formation time τ from an exponential distribution [19] with an average value as given in Eq. (5). As it was described in [7] , in the MC model the full space-time history of the collision is known. After having assigned a formation time to a secondary, its spatial coordinates in the rest system of both nuclei are known and we start with considering an intranuclear cascade step in one (randomly chosen) of the spectators.
Due to relativistic time dilatation, those secondaries having sufficiently high energies in the rest frame of the considered nucleus are formed mostly outside of the spectator part of this nucleus, whereas those with lower energies are formed inside. The latter may penetrate the spectator and initiate intranuclear cascade processes. Elastic and inelastic interactions with spectator nucleons are treated using the MC-model hadrin [20] . This code is based on measured cross sections and interaction channels up to a laboratory momentum of 5 GeV. We apply hadrin to hadron-nucleon interactions up to 9 GeV and neglect those at higher energies. Reinteractions beyond 5 GeV occur much less frequently than reinteractions below 5 GeV and a more detailed treatment would not change the results discussed in this paper. Furthermore, we take into account absorption of low-energy mesons and antiprotons by interactions with two-nucleon systems (for pion absorption we use the cross sections as given by Ritchie [21] ) and Pauli's principle [7] . In case no interaction is possible in the considered spectator, we proceed with sampling a cascade step in another spectator.
For secondaries produced in intranuclear cascade processes we apply the same formalism, i.e. a formation time is sampled, the secondary is transported to the end of the formation zone and reinteractions are treated if they are possible. Due to these intranuclear cascade processes, nucleons are knocked out of the residual spectator nuclei if their energy is high enough to escape from the nuclear potential.
In Ref. [9] , it has been stressed that the model with FZIC and the calculation of nuclear excitation energies is expected to work reliably only in peripheral collisions. In a peripheral nucleus-nucleus collision, the spectator part of one of the interacting nuclei looks still like a deformed nucleus and it can be treated as a highly excited nucleus, which subsequently looses its excitation energy by nuclear evaporation, Fermi break-up and emission of gammas. In a central Fe-O collision there are probably no spectators from the O-nucleus and the spectators of the Fe-nucleus are in the shape of the original Fe-nucleus with one hole of cylindrical shape in the center. This system cannot be treated as an excited nucleus; it will probably first fragment into some smaller droplets before the nuclear evaporation and de-excitation start. There is no model for multifragmentation implemented at present in DPMJET-II. It is not correct to treat the Fe-spectator after the central collision just like one excited nucleus which evolves into one residual nucleus. We might conclude that, if we apply the mode to central collisions, the treatments of nuclear evaporation and the formation of a stable residual nucleus become incorrect. Also, the FZIC is a rather fast process, which will not break down completely even in central collisions. In spite of these problems, we apply the model in minimum bias situations to all collisions, since the fraction of central collisions, where it might fail, is rather small. Furthermore, here we are mainly interested in the FZIC component, for which these restrictions are less important.
Feynman-x F distributions in hadron-nucleus and nucleus-nucleus collisions
The so-called "cascade particles" are the particles which are produced or knockedout off the spectator nucleus by the FZIC. Target associated cascade particles are experimentally studied (in emulsion experiments) and are often called "grey" prongs.
In the papers [8, 9] most of the available data on grey particle production in high energy hadron-nucleus and nucleus-nucleus collisions is compared to the model we use. Reasonable agreement is found as far as the average multiplicities of grey prongs, their multiplicity and angular distribution, and their correlations with the number of fast produced particles are concerned. There are two kinds of particles contributing to the grey prongs: protons and charged pions. The emulsion experiments are not able to differentiate between such protons and charged pions. There is however one heavy ion experiment (WA80 [22, 23] ), which presents only protons in the energy region of the grey prongs in their multiplicity distributions. We can only draw some rather indirect support for the ability of our model to describe the pions from the intranuclear cascade, from the fact that the model agrees as well to the emulsion data on grey prongs as to the WA80 data on protons alone. Roughly 20% of the grey prongs (defined with Lorentz parameter 0.23 < β < 0.70) in the model are charged pions [9] .
The Feynman-x F distributions are the most suitable way to present the particle production in the target and projectile fragmentation regions. Unfortunately, most experiments, which measure grey prongs are not able to measure the particle momenta and identity and are therefore not able to present Feynman-x F distributions. We define Feynman-x F in h-A and A-A collisions with the longitudinal momentum in the hadron-nucleon (or nucleon-nucleon) cms p cms z :
where we use a p
For cosmic ray calculations, we are mainly interested in the contributions of pions from the intranuclear cascade to the Feynman-x F distributions in the fragmentation region of the projectile nucleus, since particles from target fragmentation are very slow in the lab-frame. However, experimental data about the target fragmentation are very important for the tuning of the interaction model. The changes in Feynman-x F distributions from p-p to p-nucleus collisions in the proton fragmentation region have been measured (and have been compared to DPMJET-II in [2] ), but we are not aware of any such measurements in the fragmentation region of the nucleus. Therefore, we have to rely on the model, but we stress that it would be highly desirable to measure Feynman-x F distributions in the fragmentation region of target or projectile nuclei.
In Fig. 1 we present the Feynman-x F distribution of π + mesons in p-air collisions at a lab-energy of 500 TeV . There are two plots, one for the full model with formation zone intranuclear cascade in the target nucleus, and one without this cascade. We also compare the distributions with the one in p-p collisions at the same energy. In the target fragmentation region, at x F values between -0.3 and -1 we find significant differences in the distributions due to the pions produced by the formation zone cascade in the target nucleus. The difference between both plots is not due to a large number of particles. If we define "grey" the particles with Lorentz-β of 0.23 < β < 0.70 in the lab-frame, we find in the calculation 0.06 grey π + per interaction, on average. However, not all charged pions from the formation zone cascade belong to the grey particles.
Next we turn to nucleus-air collisions and calculate again Feynman-x F distributions. For our later discussion, we note that the Feynman-x F distribution at positive x F in the projectile fragmentation region is a very good approximation to the x lab distribution.
In Figs. 2 to 5 we present the Feynman-x F distribution of π + mesons at a lab-energy of 500 TeV per projectile nucleon in He-air, O-air, Si-air, and Fe-air collisions. The model, as was shown in [2] , has a rather good Feynman-scaling behaviour, so that these distributions look rather similar also at other different energies. Fig.2 is included mainly to demonstrate, that for a light nucleus like He the formation zone cascade really makes no difference and could be neglected. There are on each figure two plots, one for the full model with formation zone intranuclear cascade in the target as well as in the projectile nucleus and one without this cascade. We also compare the distributions with the corresponding in p-air collisions at the same energy and with the formation zone cascade. In the target fragmentation region, at x F values between -0.3 and -1 we find in each plot nearly the same differences in the distributions due to the pions produced by the formation zone cascade in the target nucleus. Such differences are also visible in the projectile fragmentation region at positive x F values, but here those differences, which are not significant in the case of He-air collisions (there is nearly no cascade in the spectators of the He nucleus), rise with the mass number of the projectile nucleus. Clearly, the formation zone cascade in the spectators of the Fe nucleus produces more pions than the one in the O-spectators.
We will see in the next section that these hadrons produced by the formation zone cascade lead to significant changes also in the spectrum weighted moments.
Spectrum weighted moments and comparison with superposition models
Following for instance the basic discussion of Ref. [24] , we introduce a variable x lab similarly to Feynman-x F , but this time in the lab-frame :
E i is the lab-energy of a secondary particle i and E 0 is the lab-energy of the projectile in a h-A collision (or the energy per projectile nucleon in a A-A collision). We introduce x lab distributions F (x lab ) :
The spectrum weighted moments in A-B collisions are defined as moments of the F (x lab )
Here −γ ≃ -1.7 is the power of the integral cosmic ray energy spectrum. The spectrum weighted moments determine the uncorrelated fluxes of energetic particles in the atmosphere. After recalling the concept of superposition model, in the following we shall compare the calculation of spectrum weighted moments with our model in different conditions, pointing out the differences with respect to a simple superposition model.
The superposition model
Generally, we call superposition model the approximation in which the collision of a nucleus A, with total energy E, against a target B, is treated as the superposition of A independent nucleon-B collisions, each nucleon having an energy E/A. This model is based on the hypothesis that, when the energy per nucleon of the projectile is much larger than the single nucleon binding energy, the A nucleons will interact incoherently. In this context, in cosmic ray simulations, for a primary of total energy E and mass number A (A>1), the cascade generated is equivalent to the total effect of A showers initiated by A independent nucleons of energy E/A. For example, the cascade for a primary iron nucleus of 560 TeV would be simulated as the superposition of 26 proton + 30 neutron initiated showers, each of 10 TeV. Examples of application of the superposition model to cosmic ray calculations can be found in Ref. [25, 26] . The superposition model brings, for instance, to the conclusion that Z Among the most relevant effects of this model in the results of calculations for cosmic ray cascades, we mention that :
• the average electromagnetic size N e and muon number N µ for primary nuclei of mass A and energy E is A times the corresponding average for primary protons of energy E/A; for example : N µ (A,E) = A· N µ (1,E/A);
• the average muon lateral displacement R µ (i.e. the perpendicular distance from shower axis) depends on mass and energy only through the ratio E/A, that is :
One of the main shortcomings of the superposition model comes from the fact that the interaction length of a nuclear projectile is exactly the same as that of a nucleon, at the same energy/nucleon. This results in a biased distribution of interaction heights in the cascade calculations. In order to obtain a more realistic distribution of interaction lengths in the framework of cosmic ray simulations, an alternative approach is the so-called "semi-superposition model" (SSM). As for the "pure" superposition model (PSM) described above, also in the SSM the shower is the result of A independent nucleon showers; however, the distribution of the positions of their first interaction is determined by calculating the successive fragmentation depths, using nucleus-air cross sections and accounting for the properties of the fragmentation of the residual nuclei composed of spectator (non-interacting) nucleons. In this model, the A-air cross sections for all nuclei with mass ≤A (all possible fragments) are required, together with a method for the nuclear fragmentation (in particular to determine the fraction of wounded nucleons, i.e. the nucleons of the projectile directly interacting inside the air target). A first version of this model is described in [27] and applied to high energy muons in [28] . A more recent and accurate version is described in [29] , and is applied, for example, in [30, 3] (for the calculation of muons and electromagnetic shower size). In both papers [28] and [3] , a comparison with the PSM is reported. Clearly, the semi-superposition is still an approximation with respect to the realistic nuclear interaction, in which we expect a more complex dynamics of the final states.
Calculation results
In Table 1 and 2 we present spectrum weighted moments as calculated in DPMJET-II in the model with full FZIC and in the model without the FZIC. We consider p-air, He-air, O-air, Si-air, and Fe-air collisions at laboratory energies per nucleon of 50 GeV, 500 TeV, and 5 · 10 6 TeV, the latter energy (5 · 10 18 eV) is the absolute highest energy at which DPMJET-II is valid, at present. We also give the number of Glauber collisions ν between ν p projectile and ν t target nucleons in minimum bias collisions in Table 1 .
The differences between the spectrum weighted moments of the pions in both Tables are easy to understand looking at the previously presented Feynman-x F distributions in the projectile fragmentation regions.
In Tables 3 and 4 we compare at two energies the spectrum weighted moments of pions and kaons according to the model, with and without FZIC, with the moments obtained from the superposition model. Let us first discuss Table 4 . At the upper energy we find a rather perfect agreement of the moments with the superposition model. We have to remember that all numbers are the result of Monte Carlo calculations with typically 5% statistical error. At the lower energy we find that the moments from DPMJET-II are typically 10 to 15% above the moments resulting from the superposition model. This seems surprising. The explanation for this is the diffractive component, which contributes in DPMJET-II to the p-air cross section but not to the nucleus-nucleus cross sections. The single diffractive cross sections in hadron-nucleus collisions are well studied [31, 32] and included in the model. The cross sections for single diffractive nucleusnucleus collisions are straightforward to calculate within the DPM, and they will probably have a size similar to that obtained in hadron-nucleus collisions. The O-air or Fe-air total cross sections are three to five times larger than the p-air total cross section. Therefore, the fraction of single diffractive nucleusnucleus collisions will come out to be a few times smaller than in hadron-nucleus collisions. For these reasons, and because of the lack of experimental data on single diffractive nucleus-nucleus cross sections, this component is not included at present in the DPMJET-II event generator (however, the inclusion of this part would probably not change the situation). Now, in the case of diffractive p-air collisions, where the projectile proton leaves the collision only slightly deflected and in which hadrons are produced only in the nucleus fragmentation region, nearly no contribution to the moments of pions and kaons is achieved. It seems, that this effect, which should also act at the higher energy, is compensated there by a stronger change of the x lab distributions of pions and kaons when going from p-air to nucleus-air collisions.
In summary we may conclude that for the model without formation zone intranuclear cascade we find an agreement with the superposition model within approximately 10%. Now we turn to Table 3 and compare the results of DPMJET-II with full FZIC with the superposition model. While for He-air collisions the model agrees practically to the model without formation zone cascade, we find that for Feair differences are up to 50% from the superposition model. These differences are certainly significant and should also lead to differences when sampling the cosmic ray cascade with the full DPMJET-II model as compared to the sampling using the superposition model. A larger value for Z π means that, on average, the primary cosmic ray loses a larger fraction of its energy in the first interaction. This energy is spent for pion production. This should probably lead to showers with a larger muon content and with a smaller depth of the maximum development (thus with a smaller electromagnetic size at mountain or sea level). We are still studying the effects of the FZIC model on cosmic ray showers, as a function of the primary energy and mass.
Unfortunately, there is no obvious way to compare spectrum weighted moments or inelasticities of nucleons between the full model and superposition models. We give an example to illustrate this. In collisions at 500 TeV per projectile nucleon we obtain for the spectrum weighted moments of protons Z p−air p = 0.124 and Z F e−air p = 6.40. With ν p = 11.98 (see Table 1 ) we would get ν p Z p−air p = 1.47. The reason for these big differences is the particle content in the full DPMJET-II model: it contains, in addition to the nucleons produced in the first step of the calculation, the Glauber cascade, also the nucleons knocked out of the nuclei by the formation zone cascade and evaporation nucleons. But not all spectator nucleons come as cascade nucleons or evaporation nucleons. There are in addition also light fragments from the evaporation step and there is a stable residual nucleus. The conclusion is that only in the restricted model without formation zone cascade and nuclear evaporation it would make sense to compare spectrum weighted moments or inelasticities of nucleons with the results from a superposition model. But what we want to stress here are the results achieved with the full model. We might however conclude that, when simulating the full cosmic ray cascade initiated by primary nuclei, the full model could well show further deviations from the superposition model which are not simply contained in the differences of spectrum weighted moments of pions and kaons. This is another reason to stress the importance of studying the full model in shower simulations.
Conclusions and summary
We have compared Feynman-x F distributions and spectrum weighted moments of pions and kaons in two versions of the two component Dual Parton Model. One version is the full model with FZIC of the produced hadrons with the spectators of the target and projectile nuclei, the second version is the DPM without this formation zone cascade.
We find a reasonable, however not perfect, agreement of the moments from the restricted model for nucleus-nucleus collisions with a superposition model. However, in the full model the hadrons produced in the projectile fragmentation region by the formation zone cascade lead to significant deviations in the pion spectrum weighted moments from the superposition model. For Fe-air collisions this difference becomes as large as 50%. This effect depends on the changes in the Feynman-x F distributions due to the cascade in the projectile nucleus. We have stressed above that there is no direct experimental evidence for this. Therefore we cannot be completely sure about the quantitative size of the predicted effect, but we are convinced that this effect exists.
On the basis of differences in the calculated spectrum weighted moments of pions (also for the π 0 , where the differences are similar) and kaons, we expect that, when sampling cosmic ray cascades using our full model, a higher fraction of energy from the first interactions will go into the electromagnetic component and energetic muons, with respect to the case of a simple superposition model. On the other hand, we expect that less energy is carried away by the leading particles, so that the development of the shower will be different from that resulting from the superposition model. In order to understand the differences in the predictions for ground-based observations, (for instance the electromagnetic size as measured at a fixed depth in the atmosphere), detailed simulations of full showers are necessary. Spectrum weighted moments of pions and kaons according to DPMJET-II in the model with full FZIC compared with the moments expected in a superposition model. E is the lab-energy per projectile nucleon. Table 4 :
Spectrum weighted moments of pions and kaons according to DPMJET-II in the model without FZIC compared with the moments expected in a superposition model. E is the lab-energy per projectile nucleon. 
